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The Role of Marketing
And although difficult, data-driven
marketing management will be
absolutely necessary mindset in the
future. Because companies that have
marketing investments instead of
marketing budgets will outgrow the
competitors by reshaping the role of
marketing from a support function into
a strategic business driver.

The fundamental purpose of marketing is to
connect consumers with products and
services they require. If marketing
executives were to have only one metric at
their disposal, it should be the commercial
impact for all the marketing activities.
Why? Because it shows directly if the
messages and content have been relevant
for the consumer or not.
Evaluating marketing activities with “hard
numbers” isn’t, however, the most common
approach amongst marketers. One reason
for this is that it’s extremely difficult when
there’s various media and sales channels,
overlapping campaigns and external
factors affecting the outcome. Isolating
each factor’s impact requires world-class
analytical expertise, but it is possible.

Chris Kervinen
Marketing Manager, Sellforte
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The World is Changing

There has been a major shift in the
attitude of marketers toward the
return of investment’s money held
by marketing by the late 2010s. At
the very least, this is a healthy way
to think about spending money, as
there has been a perception
among marketers that more
money spent on marketing each
year.

With consumer dominance, global
planning, and the constant rise of
technology, the approach on marketing
needs a change to match what is trending
at the moment. A successful company that
adapts to current global movements is one
with a “growth mindset,” one of two basic
mindsets that is common for those who do
not limit themselves and fall into regression
after trial and error.

The most important change we
have seen in our discussions with
corporate management has been
the desire to find ways to grow
and claim that its greatest
commercial potential lies in the
long-term and analytical
leadership of marketing, while
raising the appreciation of
marketing toward the
management team.

The evolution of marketing is nothing new,
in the 1960s, marketing was mostly used as
mass targeting through direct mail and
advertising. Then in the 80’s there was
target specific segmentation via direct
mail and telemarketing. Today, users can
be observed and captured for every stage
of the sales funnel. The marketing
expenditures that were once viewed as
blind budgets need not be seen that way,
but as measurable investments.
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Marketing perception shift toward
marketing effectiveness
These are visually appealing details, but
their benefits end in a brief discussion with
the management team. In companies
where marketing has been promoted to
the management team, marketing
executives have almost invariably ended
up being able to report marketing
activities in financial metrics. This is the big
change we've seen in the most passionate
companies around the world.

A great deal of marketers' expenditures
goes to different media channels to
reach the target audience they want.
When the campaigns are over, the
media will report on the campaign's
performance relative to the total sold.
This will often give you information about
TRPs, clicks, readership, or what people
are feeling when they see your
advertisement.
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Shared problems in marketing
The biggest problem in measuring marketing
with regards to advertising is balancing different
media into one KPI. Online marketing has
governed most what marketing is today. It has
been trending alongside the digital revolution in
these recent years. And for good reason,
measuring online media can be as reliable and
as accurate in generating long-term customers
from the point of sale (POS) to the checkout and
the next their next purchase. However, this does
not mean we should discredit offline media.

Marketers have many different concerns,
depending on the industry, but if their
voices were to align, the same themes
would often repeat. Here, we have listed
some of the common concerns along the
way:
1.

Where to get more customers?

2.

How to lead with numbers?

3.

How to measure the effectiveness of
brand marketing?

Despite offline media’s (TV, radio, print, OOH,
leaflets, etc.) effectiveness being exceedingly
more difficult to measure as there are no cookie
tracking methods that would allow the offline
media's ability to generate offline purchase in a
worse-case scenario, it does not mean that it is
any less essential in business.

4.

How to evaluate the impact of different
creative solutions on sales?

5.

How do I get more budget for all the
important articles?
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Big Data Intelligence
Big data often refers to large, unorganized mass data collected, stored and
analyzed using statistics and information technology. Big data has been a major
component of marketing since the mid-2010s. At that time it was, at least in
marketing, more of a buzz word than something anyone could have described or
used for business development. Admittedly, in online advertising, one could talk
about utilizing big data when different kind of calculations of programmatic
advertising are made from a relatively large amount of data.
Digitalization has more or less transferred most of the data into cloud storages and
data warehouses. The key challenge is to develop automated data pipelines that
can find and send the right data to analytical unit on weekly or even daily basis.
The process requires initial investments in the beginning, but it will provide benefits
of scalability and automation in the near future.
Automated data pipelines won’t cut it alone. In order to make sense of all the
data (i.e. millions upon millions of rows of sales and marketing data) and utilize it in
daily decisions, an experienced data scientist would need to refresh the data with
the aid of sort form of artificial intelligence for higher performance and efficiency.
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Profit increase with data quality
So, is there a way to solve offline media
measurability and make all media
comparable in terms of money?
Since no kind of built-in monitors will
come into account, the only option to
solve this issue is with large amounts of
data and data science. Data science
refers to the ability to handle large
masses of data and form factors
explaining their use. In order to get
something meaningful out of the vast
amount of data, a data scientist must
also have some understanding of the
subject’s context.

To obtain maximum marketing optimization
and become fully reportable, the marketer
in question must also rely on both reports
from online channels and enable a data
scientist to work on the growth of sales
generated by offline media.
Additionally, data science cannot be
applied unless there’s decent amount of
data that’s consistently structured and
stored.

ROMI Modeling
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What is ROMI Modeling?
Return on Marketing Investment (ROMI)
Modeling or Marketing Mix Modeling is a
marketing analytics term for measuring the
effectiveness of specific marketing activity in
terms of sales.
The basic formula for ROMI is to take your
incremental sales and divide the total by your
marketing investment. From your marketing
investment, Return on Marketing Investment
(ROMI) can explain the increase in sales (and
with more sophisticated models the gross
margin) generated by marketing. All the
different investments are comparable via the
same metrics, achieved sales & gross margin
increase, making perceptible comparisons
much easier on one platform. Incorporating
ROMI into business planning also helps to predict
the impact of different levels of investments and
allocations on sales & gross margin.
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ROMI =

Incremental Sales
Marketing Investment

ROMI is on Everyone’s Desk
ROMI is often mistakenly thought as a job solely for marketing or finance department. In fact, ROMI
touches inside and outside the organization. Within an organization, ROMI will address at least the
following departments:
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

Marketing
Procurement / Supply chain
Sales
Finance
Analytics & IT

In addition, it is imperative to involve partner agencies such as your media agencies, advertising
agencies, and consultants and to ask them to think about the impact of their operations on the entity
and its productivity. In this way the entity is mutually supportive and will support everybody’s daily
discussions on ROMI.
As marketing is often a trigger for ROMI modeling, it is important to remember that ROMI modeling must
always start its journey with business needs so that proper implementation can be used afterwards. It is
also noteworthy to mention with analysts and IT in the early stages so that there is a bandwidth for
continuous ROMI measurement within the organization.
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The source of maintaining a
meaningful impact and improving
marketing effectiveness is by providing

Premium ROMI modeling, which utilises
the Big Data and AI in ROMI modeling,
steps into the new frontier of measuring
marketing effectiveness by making
marketing more tangible via marketing
investments and reports which derives
from sales receipt data, marketing data,
and/(or) external data that advanced
analytics translates. This transition to
utilizing advanced analytics saves time
for any marketer who would normally
use simple analytics.

solutions that actively reveal where
marketing investments are going. It is
driven toward optimizing media spend
allocation and determining the
performance of each marketing activity,
prioritizing the best traffic-driving media
items, and geographically adjust your
marketing mix.
Seeing real-time updates of each (online
and offline) marketing activity, and
actual sales will lessen the risks and give
an alternate frame of reference when it
comes to marketing investment
management (MIM).
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Comparison between Traditional and Premium ROMI Modeling
There has always been limitations in marketing when it comes to measuring
the incremental sales and margin uplift of different campaigns and media
investments, until now. Just as marketing has evolved to focus more on
consumer satisfaction, following the customer journey and opting to improve
the challenges ahead. Premium ROMI modeling delivers those promises by:
ü

Optimizing the most effective communication messages

ü

Analyzing for customer segmentation

ü

Analyzing the geographic footprint

ü

Comparing different media,

ü

Studying the different product groups, and SKUs,

ü

Measuring the incremental sales and margin impact for all marketing
activities.
13
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Premium ROMI Modeling benefits
1. Assisting in where to focus your
attention: long-term brand building
or sales focused activities.
2. Opt for the best media investments
with expected returns based on
strategic planning
3. Historical analysis implies which
types of campaigns should deliver
the highest commercial outcome
for planned marketing budget
4. Granular data of past media
performance helps to pick the best
media-mix for each campaign
5. Align the media spend during the
most profitable time
6. Allocate media budget across
preferred media channels
7. Select the best products, brands
and messages for each channel
and campaign

INPUT
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Premium ROMI Modeling Levels
OUTPUT

INPUT
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Campaign-, media- and product-level ROMI modeling combined with
(industry-specific) supportive data sets such as weather data and
econometric data will help marketing executives to make more informed
decisions both on strategic and tactical levels:

STRATEGIC

TACTICAL

What’s the optimal marketing
investment level for each quarter?

Which media channels should be
selected for upcoming campaign?

How different campaign types drive
short-term vs. long-term sales?

What are the best basket-building
promotions to have in campaigns?

Is bigger marketing budget justified?

How effectively individual marketing
activites performed last week?
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Strategic decision-making
based on ROMI Modeling
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TOP 5 Strategic Perspectives That Premium ROMI Modeling Reveals
Evaluate marketing by sales channels: Premium ROMI modeling allows you to easily see the marketing
investments’ effect on various sales channels through one dashboard and lets you to make better
commercial strategies to drive sales and margin growth through marketing investments.
Finding optimal investment levels to bought media: When ROMI modeling is done with big data, numerous
points on a product level can be utilized to find optimal investment levels for different media groups for
bought campaigns. Take advantage of optimal levels of investment to invest correctly or over-invest when
you want to win the market.
Distinguishing between competition and market impact: If you include competitors' media investment
information in your modeling, you will at least be able to retrospectively analyze which actions were the
result of your competitors well performed campaigns and what was your marketing excellence.
Trending customer segments: Detailed modeling can also take into account loyalty data, which allows you
to see not only the impact of specific customer segments, but also latest consumption trends by segment,
helping you find trends before your competitors
Impact of selection and price on sales: Bottom-up ROMI modeling not only helps to see precision and
reliability in results, but also to see (together with buying, selling and marketing common data) how
different marketing investments help in launching new products, understanding price changes and
showcasing a need of change in categories for one reason or another.
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Tactical
decision-making
based on
ROMI modeling
Reminders for Marketers
1.
2.
3.

Keep your marketing data in shape at its
most granular level, even if it means more
work for you. It will be worth it
Gather all available data sets that
describes the market situation
Utilize technology to make the calculations
to help you to make better decisions

Building granular model with automated
data pulls helps marketers to recognize and
act on changes faster than competitors:
Þ

Getting data on individual media channel-,
campaign- and and product-level shows what
kind of marketing is currently working well and
why

Historical analysis reveals how different
tactics have affected the short-term sales.
Additionally the modeling can reveal major
drivers behind results:
Þ
Þ
Þ
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How big role competitors’ activities have
played in the results?
Are the results due to attractive promotions,
optimal timing or great media-mix
Can great components be transferred to other
campaigns?

If the collected data remains to be
seen on a detailed level, like
messages, product groups, or even
product levels, then it can be really
valuable on an operational level for
decision-making. A prime example
of operational level decision-making
is deciding what kind of products or
messages should be promoted in
campaigns, especially in different
media channels. This kind of detailed
knowledge normally helps
marketing, sales and purchasing
departments discuss similar subjects
while also expanding
communication and their
understanding of each other.

To summarize:

All these levels of decision-making can be
supported by ROMI modeling as it will increase
value for any organization that practices this, but
it cannot be done if the data is not in quality
shape. Marketers and executive decision-makers
need to not only understand but appreciate and
utilize machine learning & automation as it is
becoming a crucial aspect in making sure data
sets are precise on a granular level. And in doing
so, letting machines do the work for you.
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Continuous measurements
As the accuracy of your results depend
on your company data and the data
scientists that makes ROMI modeling, it is
important that you have decided on the
form of ROMI modeling from basic,
advanced or premium. Cleanliness of
your company data along with a
persistence for continuous optimization
are key components in advanced and
premium ROMI modeling that give
companies a competitive advantage.
This quality modeling provides granular
reporting with high accuracy.
Alongside a continuous service implies
that as a marketer, you will receive
accurate updates on a daily basis as
well as and real-time progress updates,
continuously. You will be able to monitor
your media investment via sales and
margin impacts by each media type

without having to wait post-campaign.
These in-progress updates will allow you
to strategically make adjustments to the
campaign or media mix for greater
impact.
Continuity of using ROMI modeling would be
advantageous in comparison to standalone
projects that not only have lengthy lead times,
but also will not impact your business in the longterm. Marketing in the modern age is about
building ongoing relationships with consumers
and following them along their customer
journey. Continuously monitoring and refining
the relationship with frequent piloting
capabilities both streamlines the continuous
development process and drives business value.
This sustainable fact will already begin to pay
itself back in ROI at least tenfold during the first
years of implementation
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Breaking the silos
Marketing directors have been challenged with an
uphill battle presenting evidence that proves the
effectiveness of marketing to their top-tier
management counterparts. It is mainly because
sales and purchasing report and communicate with
financial evidence, while marketing does not, and it
has largely to do with the mindset each department
plays in the commercial process. Shifting the mindset
towards more congruent metrics and KPIs would
drive the decision-making process from budgets to
investments.
Having equivalent reporting measures will improve
the communication and team work across different
departments, generating new kinds of effectiveness
and profitability through synergy. By breaking down
the silos, companies start to understand not only how
individual functions drive sales, but also how they
support each other. Marketing drives store traffic and
customers’ price perceptions which will affect how
different sales channels perform, while refilling the
shelves with optimal stock management either
enables or hinders tactical campaigns’ impact.
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ROMI Analytics
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ROMI Analytics – then and now
In a traditional sense of ROMI modeling, there have not been enough accuracy pertaining to sales
and media data. One of the advancements that recent technological development has enabled is
rectifying this with AI-based solutions that are able to utilize vast amounts of sales and marketing
data (assuming the data is in a good shape). Although not 100% accurate (unless the company has
only a webstore and uses purely online marketing), the modeling provides far more reliable results
than what traditional regression modeling and equivalent methods have been able to produce with
averaged sales data.

Some of the direct benefits granular modeling provides:
Increased transparency & predictability
® Improved capabilities for continuous development
® Lower stress & anxiety levels in work
® New business opportunities (e.g. discovering a neglected customer
segment/market opportunity)
®
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How on earth media channels can be separated
from each other in campaigns?
In most cases, various overlapping media
channels are active during campaigns. Same
content is advertised in multiple channels at
the same time, which makes isolating each
media’s impact feel like an impossible task.
But it can be done with e.g. time series
analysis.

testing or at least 2-3 years of historical data.
The first option is more suitable for smaller &
more agile companies, while the latter suits
larger entities that have the required amount
of data at their disposal.
In general, the goal is to recognize how
specific item’s sales uplift changes when it’s
an in-store promotion vs. when it’s marketed
in media (while excluding base sales).

Solving the challenge of overlapping
marketing activities requires either A/B –
Bayesian inference to the rescue

To tackle all these challenges mentioned, the best-practice modeling techniques of today utilize
statistical methods, specifically Bayesian hierarchical methods. The large amount of data &
parameters handled by a new Bayesian inference allow embedding to domain-specific business
intuition directly into the model. One can conveniently introduce prior distributions for model
parameters that reflect what is already known beforehand. One can also utilize some of the same
hierarchies that are already found in the data to improve the results and prevent overfitting.
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Tactical VS. Brand Building Marketing
Short-term tactical impact
The impacts shown in short-term tactical marketing
are high uplifts in sales with a small response
time/delay. It does not immediately impact long-term
baseline growth and it’s usually promoted products.
This attribution modeling helps credit marketing touch
points in places like the customer’s purchase cycle
and conversions.

Long-term impacts

Brand

The effects of long-term impacts can be measured to
gradually increase over time with each short-term
impact elevating the standard baseline.
Long-term marketing strategies may incorporate brandbuilding and so monitoring the progressions of brand
campaigns over a fixed period is important to determine
its impacts. ROMI modeling provides high long-term
impact with continuously improving optimization.
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Long-term brand building
In analytics, the medium- to long-term impact of marketing can be taken into account by
considering prolonged effects of advertising, such as carryover and lag. Advanced analytics can
show these effects vary for e.g. different media channels such as outdoor advertising & TV.

Additionally, key performance indicators (KPIs) such as brand awareness and brand
recommendation have a crucial role in understanding the long-term impact of marketing. These
indicators help to explain the long-term evolution of base sales and margin, while the media
investments explain the evolution of the brand metrics.

Of course no company operates in a vacuum. While no model will be able to explain 100% of the
sales and margin marketing drives (excluding purely online companies), marketers can develop
extremely accurate models and forecasts by utilizing sales data and external data sources, such
as weather data, macroeconomic factors and competitors’ activities to the model.
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Marketing Activities

From marketing investments to
explaining sales
In a typical scenario, there are
many marketing activities
simultaneously going on at any
given time. This makes it difficult to
measure each activity as they are
not isolated events, but they
overlap and affect each other.
Ideally one would be able to break
down the returns from each
marketing activity to compare
which of them were the least and
most successful.

Sales

Premium ROMI Solution uncovers causal links
between marketing and sales

There’s a plethora of methods for
attributing sales uplifts; Baseline
method, linear regression and
Bayesian statistical modeling, to
name a few. It is typically easier to
show correlation than actual
causality and validating the
obtained results is often lacking.

Sales Decomposed per Activity
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Data granularity is the key for reliable results
If data quality is essential for a ROMI analysis,
then more granular data means improved
results and the opportunity to optimize
marketing, even on a tactical and operational
level.
For example, a marketer has a weekly
marketing campaign, where each week a
different item from a given category is
chosen. One can see the uplift effect clearly
in the item-level sales figures. However, the
category-level sales seem stagnant and
there is no hope of acquiring the same result
from the category-level data.

Figure 2.1. illustrates traditional ROMI model’s weekly total sales.

Isolated sales impacts

Avg. daily
uplift

However, as Figure 2.2 demonstrates, the
signal is quite recognizable & quantifiable
once the sales impact is isolated on the
specific product set level. It is very common
for many digital media, like SEM & social
media, to behave in a similar fashion.

Figure 2.2. presents a recognizable and quantifiable signal from
isolated sales impacts on the specific product set level.
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The premium model helps to find the optimal investment level for each media
Incremental margin

Marginal margin ROI

Media investments typically exhibit diminishing returns,
meaning that increasing investments on a particular
media gives lower and lower ROI.

The marginal margin ROI curve tells how much an
additional unit of media investment is expected to
generate incremental margin at a specific level of
current investment. Point where media investment
equals marginal incremental margin is called
break-even point.
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Summing up

Þ

Granularity enables c-suite executives to have more transparency within
the company in all forms of marketing effectiveness and efficiency

Þ

Receipt-row data-based solutions offer ROMI modeling the opportunity
to fulfil its purpose of assisting top-tier management in decision-making

Þ

Granular-level understanding creates reports that helps to understand
how marketing budgets are being spent and systematically changing
the perception of marketing budgets to marketing investments
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Case Studies
Carried throughout many industries, ROMI
modeling exemplifies its capabilities in
grocery retail, specialty retail, home
electronics retail and telecommunications
sector
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Case studies - Grocery retail

What was analyzed:
Þ Anonymized receipt data, store-SKU-date
level financial, product hierarchies,
category marketing plans, media spend
& ad pictures.

Situation
Company has relied on Hi-Lo promotion
strategy with a strong loyalty program.
Company’s media spend was focused on
traffic-driving weekend price campaigns,
however, lacked proof which categories
were bringing in traffic and which were not.
Thereby, all categories were promoted in
media even though only few performed.

What was measured:
Þ Individual promo uplifts, cannibalization,
stock-up, vendor funding & halo.

Results
Revealed the best-performing newspapers
and found out which Holidays and seasons
give the best ROI /ROMI. The overall media
plan was optimized by giving more ad space
to best-performing categories and trafficdriving SKUs. Result: Great improvement
potential in marketing ROI through media-mix
optimization.
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Case studies - Specialty Retail
Situation
Company sends out leaflet within a hobby magazine monthly, excluding the summer months.
The direct mail leaflet is one of their most important media channels with nation-wide reputation
and circulation of close to one million per month. This company wanted to understand how
effectively their leaflet is currently performing, how it drives sales, margin and store traffic, and if
the strategy paid off due to high marketing investment.
What was analyzed:
The extent of what premium ROMI modeling has done was: analyze the historical leaflet
performance of postal code areas. By using multiple criteria (e.g. share of houses, median
household income, number of households) the total forecasted potential ROI for each postal
code was estimated, even for postal code areas where the leaflet was never delivered to before.
Results
It was discovered that leaflet is the company’s most effective media channel, which should be
active during summer months. The month the new postal codes were implemented was the
best month ever in terms of sales and margin. The specialty retail client achieved +48%
improvement in leaflet marketing ROI by optimizing the postal code areas. Understanding (and
proving) optimal media mix enabled increasing marketing budget by 30 per cent.
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Case studies - Telecommunications
Situation

Results

The company wanted to understand the cross-sales effect
between products, add margin view for the analytics,
track brand marketing’s long-term impact on base sales
growth and build a comprehensive dashboard with sales
channel view (incl. stores, online, tele-sales etc.). One of
the key challenges were declining store traffic, and the
client wanted to understand key factors causing it.

ROMI modeling revealed the
root cause for declining store
traffic, and corrective
measures were implemented.
Case company reallocated
its ad space to bestperforming products,
maximizing the total group
margin impact.

Premium ROMI modeling analyzed millions of rows of
receipt data to discover:
Þ

Cross-sales effects,

Þ

Annualized subscription revenues,

Þ

Cleaned device revenue,

Þ

All media spend to the main product category

Þ

External data sources affecting the outcome (market
data, Google trends data, weather data etc.)
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After proving that media
investments have high ROI
(when right channels and
products are used), the
marketing team was able to
justify increases in media
budget. Additionally, the
company found optimal mix
between its brand-building
and conversion-focused
marketing.

Case studies - Home Electronics Retail
Situation
The company had already been in the process of measuring ROMI for digital marketing channels
with high accuracy, but it lacked similar granularity and reliability in metrics for offline media
channels. They had a good feeling of which activities where driving the best results but wanted to
have hard numbers to justify the investments for both the offline and online marketing channels.
What was analyzed
Millions of rows of sales data was analyzed to build comprehensive understanding of how different
media channels perform in terms of incremental sales and margin. The study was based on
exceptionally accurate data even on the international level, as in addition to utilizing receipt data,
it took into account the effect of every campaign discount price among in the analysis.

Results
Based on the analysis, company discovered that the TV generated the most incremental sales, SEM
had the highest ROI and Leaflet is a huge sales driver. The company also found out which
promotions they should be doing in different seasons to maximize basket size.
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ROMI Solution
Alternatives
Þ

In-house Analytics

Þ

Agencies/ Management Consultancies

Þ

Premium ROMI Modeling
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Comparison of ROMI solution alternatives – In-house analytics

Often simple analytic approaches, in which marketing managers measure the
correlation between sales data (this can be store visits, daily receipts, avg. receipt
value or daily/weekly/monthly Stock Keep Unit (SKU) sales data) and different
marketing activities (campaign content, duration, media mix, total media
investments).
The marketing director might also request a data analyst/scientist to build a model that
attributes sales uplifts to marketing activities by e.g. regression analysis, in which the
dependent variable (total sales, amount of visits, product sales etc.) is assumed to
being influenced by several independent variables (media investments, weather data,
other similar variables).
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What kind of companies should stick with in-house solutions:
Best for small or huge companies. Building in-house marketing analytics teams requires either
simple (online-based) media-mix with relatively similar marketing activities, or massive budget for
entire analytics department & years or R&D to make sense of the vast + complicated data sets
huge advertisers (+10 000M€ yearly turnover) have.
From mid- to large companies (+50M€ - 10,000M€ annual turnover) In-house development
requires substantial resources (labor + monetary) to measure media channel effectiveness /
ROMI with multiple overlapping media investments, sales channels and campaign activities.

Pros: Possibility to keep all things in-house, possibility to use all sales and margin
data, full objectivity & transparency in the results, no vendor dependency
Cons: Very high implementation & customization costs (multiple data
scientist/engineer working years), long lead time (+6 months, after which the
modeling should be continuous though), mostly simple modeling that cannot
attribute offline media uplifts accurately.
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Comparison of ROMI solution alternatives – Agencies/Management Consultancies
External agencies tend to have specialists for the modeling projects with years of experience.
This cuts down the lead time of the implementation process, but it decreases the transparency
of the modeling. These exercises are often labor-heavy standalone projects.
Best for mid-sized advertisers/companies, as the cost for modeling reasonably small mix of
media channels and other marketing activities is relatively lower than maintaining in-house
analytics team or acquiring ongoing SaaS-solution. Additionally, mid-sized companies don’t
usually have that much offline media investments, so the need for advanced analytics
capabilities with more granular insights is also smaller.

Pros: Moderate lead time (2-3 months), doesn’t “bind” internal resources, clear
implementation strategy afterwards.
Cons: Can’t provide margin data for external agencies (due to security issues),
poor transparency is results (so-called black-box solutions), moderate vendor
dependency.
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Comparison of ROMI solution alternatives – Premium ROMI Modeling
Constantly developing machine learning models provide exponentially more powerful
computing power, thus trumping the human capital-driven agency projects in both lead
time and cost-effectiveness. These often AI-powered software are able to utilize millions of
rows of data (task that has been previously possible for only the top tier consulting agencies),
implement advanced modeling techniques such as Bayesian modeling (that enables
including prior business beliefs to decrease the noise in the results) and cut down the costs.
But as with other disruptive technologies/solutions, the challenge lies with learning new and
unlearning old ways of working.

Premium ROMI
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ROMI
UI

What kind of companies benefit are in the best position to integrate new &
innovative solutions:
Best for large companies (+150M€-10 000M€ yearly turnover) due to cloud solutions’ capability
to process millions of rows of data and measure offline media investments’ ROMI unparalleled
cost-efficiency, when the monthly fee is compared to bottom-line impact (incremental
margin). Large companies typically have a need for advanced BI-tools to help the marketers
to lead with numbers and data (instead of intuition), which these cloud solutions also support.
SaaS-based solutions provide especially lucrative possibilities for Private Equity companies that
prioritize strong growth, in which making as effective media investment decisions as possible plays
a crucial role. Marketing acts as one of the key drivers of growth, so knowing exactly which
actions deliver the highest ROI keeps the company ahead of the competitors.

Pros: More granular & accurate insights (as more data can be used in the modeling), almost
as transparent as in-house solutions, fast to implement & cost-effective to upkeep.
Cons: Might be difficult in the beginning to integrate into everyday processes, requires
recent sales & marketing data from past 2-3 years, only available for companies with
+150M€ yearly turnover (at the moment).
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How to get started
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Before Starting ROMI Modeling

Þ

Þ

Þ

Make sure this is not just your project. Talk to other stakeholders like
Finance, Sales & IT about your thoughts about ROMI modeling inside the
company, but also to your partners outsides the company. Take them with
you in this journey of continuous development
Talk to business about their need and wishes on what should be the
outputs of ROMI modeling so that it would have multiple use cases
immediately
Start talking early on to your IT department and analysts so you can reserve
their time in this continuous way of measuring marketing investments
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Change in mindset

TIPS: Data maintenance

Taking your first steps are virtually always
the hardest, but the momentum of
continuing makes the process easier.

Collecting big data is something that is quite
common and virtually easy for everyone
because of the linkage directly received from
media agencies and the clients’ own
database, but the underlying questions are:
What do you do with all the data?
If you have one million rows of data, what do
you do with that?

Jumping into ROMI modelling opens your
eyes to the possibilities of how to change
your decision-making. With a little bit of
trial-and-error and a pioneering finesse,
you will be helping create a more
compelling customer experience.

The knowledge of knowing how to clean
them and put it in the automated models
and know what to do with the results governs
the propensity of what ROMI modelling can
provide.
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Step #2

After First Results: Basic Level

Once you’ve gathered enough data
to feel that the results are more
trustworthy, a pragmatic
steppingstone would be to start
testing your results inside the
company. This can be done by asking
your colleagues whether your
calculations make any sense and/or
showcasing to your superior that you
are trying to solve these kinds of
issues.

Step #1
After gathering your first results from
ROMI modeling, whether it is from
excel or from the company’s business
analyst, it’s time to think how to
improve these results. ROMI modeling
is an endless game in which you can
get better, but you are never done;
a vicious cycle of productivity.
So, the best way to move forward is to
add more data sources concerning
factors that can affect the total ROI
for marketing activities. It is important
to notice that you do not need to find
every possible data source that is
available, only ones that carry the
biggest impact. ROMI modeling is
never 100 % correct.

Step #3
It’s essential that significant parties (colleagues,
analysts, leaders, etc.) are on the same page of
trustworthiness regarding the results mustered
because the next stage would be implementing
your findings in actual business decisions.
Especially in the media mix, different kinds of
media channels have dependency on each
other, so by chiseling off or making additions to
one group you will also see changes in other
mediums as well.
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After Your Results: Pro Level
Agile piloting
Supported by a CMO who aspires for adaptation and continuous success breeds value creation,
transitioning from a collective brain with a collective headache to agile teams with a guerilla
mindset. Agile pilots have proven to show a neutral platform for objectivity and transparency,
focusing on solutions and improving optimization. The process of agile marketing goes as follows:
1.

Measuring your team: Creating teams that fit the description of morale durability and
like-mindedness these agile teams need to be met with the same expectations of their
work.

2.

The evolving currency: Utilizing analytics systems to identify opportunities, your agile
teams will generate experiments with the sole aim of refining their goals with the
collected data.

3.

Checkpoint: An essential aspect during any process – sharing all interested parties your
discoveries/solutions. Each checkpoint presents the opportunity to have a fresh pair of
eyes to digest, perceive, and file input which can help with roadblocks, but also build
rapport and transparency the included parties.

4.

Scalability: The beauty of agile teams is that accountability is diffused evenly, and
pressure is eased off their project to an extent, despite the intense devotion effort every
team commits. Through this method, scalability can be matched on an enterprise level.
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Conclusion
Each market, industry, and company is different. The most effective media depends on
several factors: customers, competition, geography, and so on. One needs to think about the
goals of marketing activities. However, making more sales and margin should be goal
number one of marketing. Success can't be always measured after one week of the activity,
though. Ongoing monitoring is important, as it also enables relevant, agile testing.
Knowing ROMI itself will not do you any good. UTilizing it for full, continuous optimization will,
however, drastically improve your marketing. Therefore, measuring ROMI to be aligned and a
part of the marketing planning processes (whether strategic and/or operational) is essential.
To make ROMI results and insights actionable and to get the full monetary benefits out of it, it
needs to cover all different aspects and levers of marketing. At best, ROMI is a tool that aligns
all the commercial process parties' (marketing, sales, purchase) targets and breaks silos, and
has actual business impact.
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About Sellforte
Sellforte premium ROMI modeling shows precisely how marketing
campaigns and promotions are performing, providing the accurate,
continuous updated insights needed to adjust, improve and forecast
market strategy in near real-time.
Analyzing tens of millions of rows of receipt and media spend data,
Sellforte AI-powered software quantifies online and offline sales and
margin outcomes. Results are exceptionally granular and readily
accessible through a unique interactive web-UI.
And because the software is fully automated and works fast, its indepth analytics are delivered more affordably than outsourcing to
consultancies or using in-house resources – for every size and type of
organization. Helping to make every marketing campaign a
profitable, margin-building investment.
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